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A Typology of Domestic Violence 2010-09-01

reassesses thirty years of domestic violence research and demonstrates three forms of partner violence distinctive in their origins effects and treatments

Reading the American Past: Selected Historical Documents, Volume 2: Since 1865 2019-09-06

with five carefully selected documents per chapter this popular two volume primary source reader presents a wide range of documents representing political

social and cultural history in an accessible way expertly edited by michael johnson co author of the american promise the readings can be used to spark

discussion in any classroom and will fit into any syllabus

Michael P. Johnson 2015

the publishing industries production of ubiquitous volumes on starchitects does little to inform society the benefits good architecture can have on our

everyday lives the small regional architectural firms working throughout the united states and abroad have a more profound effect on the built environment

than the cultural imperialism thrust upon us harking back to the pre modernist movement of the last century looking back 50 60 years we can find architects

such as bruce goff jack hilmer and al beadle to see how their work influences architectural culture and generations of young students the unshakeable

search for architecture about the life work of architect michael p johnson speaks directly of his regional buildings from his native wisconsin through his work

after his migration to arizona it also expands upon his work in new york colorado and california and further in canada mexico and italy

Community-Based Operations Research 2011-09-18

this edited volume is an introduction to diverse methods and applications in operations research focused on local populations and community based

organizations that have the potential to improve the lives of individuals and communities in tangible ways the book s themes include space place and

community disadvantaged underrepresented or underserved populations international and transnational applications multimethod cross disciplinary and

comparative approaches and appropriate technology and analytics the book is comprised of eleven original submissions a re print of a 2007 article by
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johnson and smilowitz that introduces cbor and an introductory chapter that provides policy motivation antecedents to cbor in or ms a theory of cbor and a

comprehensive review of the chapters it is hoped that this book will provide a resource to academics and practitioners who seek to develop methods and

applications that bridge the divide between traditional or ms rooted in mathematical models and newer streams in soft or that emphasize problem structuring

methods critical approaches to or ms and community engagement and capacity building

Black Masters: A Free Family of Color in the Old South 1986-04-17

a remarkably fine work of creative scholarship c vann woodward new york review of books in 1860 when four million african americans were enslaved a

quarter million others including william ellison were free people of color but ellison was remarkable born a slave his experience spans the history of the south

from george washington and thomas jefferson to robert e lee and jefferson davis in a day when most americans black and white worked the soil barely

scraping together a living ellison was a cotton gin maker a master craftsman when nearly all free blacks were destitute ellison was wealthy and well

established he owned a large plantation and more slaves than all but the richest white planters while ellison was exceptional in many respects the story of

his life sheds light on the collective experience of african americans in the antebellum south to whom he remained bound by race his family history

emphasizes the fine line separating freedom from slavery

Plain Folk's Fight 2011-01-20

in an examination of the effects of the civil war on the rural southern home front mark v wetherington looks closely at the experiences of white plain folk

mostly yeoman farmers and craftspeople in the wiregrass region of southern georgia before during and after the war although previous scholars have argued

that common people in the south fought the battles of the region s elites wetherington contends that the plain folk in this georgia region fought for their own

self interest plain folk whose communities were outside areas in which slaves were the majority of the population feared black emancipation would allow

former slaves to move from cotton plantations to subsistence areas like their piney woods communities thus they favored secession defended their way of

life by fighting in the confederate army and kept the antebellum patriarchy intact in their home communities unable by late 1864 to sustain a two front war in

virginia and at home surviving veterans took their fight to the local political arena where they used paramilitary tactics and ritual violence to defeat

freedpeople and their white republican allies preserving a white patriarchy that relied on ex confederate officers for a new generation of leadership
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Travel and the Pan African Imagination 2021-09-02

travel and the pan african imagination explores the african atlantic world as a productive theater or space where modernity racialized dominance and

racialized resistance took form the book stresses the importance of placing three atlantic figures the charleston south carolina based armed resistance leader

denmark vesey the west african emigration advocate edward wilmot blyden and the christian missionary and teacher in liberia as well as the united states

alexander crummell within an atlantic context and as african world community figures between the late eighteenth and early twentieth centuries the book also

examines the religious origins of black power ideology and modern pan africanism as products of the intense dialogue within the african world community

about concepts of modernity progress and civilization tracy keith flemming identifies how travel and social mobility led to the generation of an ever more

complex and dynamic atlantic world and of a fluid and adaptive african world community imagination for those figures who were forced to operate within and

against a racially framed universe the vexing social position and symbolic figure of the african was central to the dilemmas facing the racialized imagination

of african world community figures and the discipline of africology

Reading the American Past: Volume II: From 1865 2012-01-05

with five carefully selected documents per chapter this two volume primary source reader presents a wide range of documents representing political social

and cultural history in a manageable accessible way thirty two new documents infuse the collection with the voices of an even wider range of historical

actors expertly edited by michael p johnson one of the authors of the american promise the readings can be used to spark discussion in any classroom and

fit into any syllabus headnotes and discussion questions help students approach the documents and comparative questions encourage students to make

connections across documents reading the american past is free when packaged with the american promise the american promise a compact history and

understanding the american promise for more information on the reader or on package isbns please contact your local sales representative or click here

Biomedical Index to PHS-supported Research: Project number listing, investigator listing 1989

with five carefully selected documents per chapter this two volume primary source reader presents a wide range of documents representing political social

and cultural history in a manageable accessible way thirty two new documents infuse the collection with the voices of an even wider range of historical
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actors expertly edited by michael p johnson one of the authors of the american promise the readings can be used to spark discussion in any classroom and

fit into any syllabus headnotes and discussion questions help students approach the documents and comparative questions encourage students to make

connections across documents reading the american past is free when packaged with the american promise the american promise a compact history and

understanding the american promise for more information on the reader or on package isbns please contact your local sales representative or click here

Reading the American Past: Volume I: To 1877 2012-01-05

violence probing the boundaries around the world includes implicit and explicit contributions to the conceptualisation of violent processes across the world

the circumstances that enable them to exist and opens ways to think valuable interventions

Violence: Probing the Boundaries around the World 2020-08-10

despite its great achievements the domestic violence revolution is stalled evan stark argues a provocative conclusion he documents by showing that

interventions have failed to improve womens long term safety in relationships or to hold perpetrators accountable stark traces this failure to a startling

paradox that the singular focus on violence against women masks an even more devastating reality in millions of abusive relationships men use a largely

unidentified form of subjugation that more closely resembles kidnapping or indentured servitude than assault he calls this pattern coercive control drawing on

sources that range from fbi statistics and film to dozens of actual cases from his thirty years of experience as an award winning researcher advocate and

forensic expert stark shows in terrifying detail how men can use coercive control to extend their dominance over time and through social space in ways that

subvert women s autonomy isolate them and infiltrate the most intimate corners of their lives against this backdrop stark analyzes the cases of three women

tried for crimes committed in the context of abuse showing that their reactions are only intelligible when they are reframed as victims of coercive control

rather than as battered wives the story of physical and sexual violence against women has been told often but this is the first book to show that most

abused women who seek help do so because their rights and liberties have been jeopardized not because they have been injured the coercive control

model stark develops resolves three of the most perplexing challenges posed by abuse why these relationships endure why abused women develop a profile

of problems seen among no other group of assault victims and why the legal system has failed to win them justice elevating coercive control from a second

class misdemeanor to a human rights violation stark explains why law policy and advocacy must shift its focus to emphasize how coercive control
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jeopardizes women s freedom in everyday life fiercely argued and eminently readable stark s work is certain to breathe new life into the domestic violence

revolution

Coercive Control:How Men Entrap Women in Personal Life 2007-04-16

in rich man s war historian david williams focuses on the civil war experience of people in the chattahoochee river valley of georgia and alabama to illustrate

how the exploitation of enslaved blacks and poor whites by a planter oligarchy generated overwhelming class conflict across the south eventually leading to

confederate defeat this conflict was so clearly highlighted by the perception that the civil war was a rich man s war and a poor man s fight that growing

numbers of oppressed whites and blacks openly rebelled against confederate authority undermining the fight for independence after the war however the

upper classes encouraged enmity between freedpeople and poor whites to prevent a class revolution trapped by racism and poverty the poor remained in

virtual economic slavery still dominated by an almost unchanged planter elite the publication of this book was supported by the historic chattahoochee

commission

Biomedical Index to PHS-supported Research 1992

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session

the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the

united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Rich Man's War 2011-03-15

regardless of whether they owned slaves southern whites lived in a world defined by slavery as shown by their blaming british and northern slave traders for

saddling them with slavery most were uncomfortable with the institution while many wanted it ended most were content to leave that up to god all that

changed with the election of abraham lincoln rebels in the making is a narrative driven history of how and why secession occurred in this work senior civil

war historian william l barney narrates the explosion of the sectional conflict into secession and civil war carefully examining the events in all fifteen slave
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states and distinguishing the political circumstances in each he argues that this was not a mass democratic movement but one led from above the work

begins with the deepening strains within southern society as the slave economy matured in the mid nineteenth century and southern ideologues struggled to

convert whites to the orthodoxy of slavery as a positive good it then focuses on the years of 1860 1861 when the sectional conflict led to the break up of the

union as foreshadowed by the fracturing of the democratic party over the issue of federal protection for slavery in the territories the election of 1860 set the

stage for secession exploiting fears of slave insurrections anxieties over crops ravaged by a long drought and the perceived moral degradation of submitting

to the rule of an antislavery republican secessionists launched a movement in south carolina that spread across the south in a frenzied atmosphere

described as the great excitement after examining why congress was unable to reach a compromise on the core issue of slavery s expansion the study

shows why secession swept over the lower south in january of 1861 but stalled in the upper south the driving impetus for secession is shown to have come

from the middling ranks of the slaveholders who saw their aspirations of planter status blocked and denigrated by the republicans a separate chapter on the

formation of the confederate government in february of 1861 reveals how moderates and former conservatives pushed aside the original secessionists to

assume positions of leadership the final chapter centers on the crisis over fort sumter the resolution of which by lincoln precipitated a second wave of

secession in the upper south rebels in the making shows that secession was not a unified movement but has its own proponents and patterns in each of the

slave states it draws together the voices of planters non slaveholders women the enslaved journalists and politicians this is the definitive study of the seminal

moment in southern history that culminated in the civil war

Congressional Record 1970

covers receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds

Comprising Reports of Cases in the Courts of Chancery, King's Bench, and Common Pleas, from 1822

to 1835 1844

adds 21 new essays and drops some that appeared in the 1984 edition first in 1978 to reflect recent scholarship and changes in orientation by historians

adds entirely new clusters on sickness and health early american medicine therapeutics the art of medicine and public health and personal hygiene other
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discussions are updated to reflect such phenomena as the growing mortality from hiv homicide and suicide no index annotation copyrighted by book news

inc portland or

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1993

family violence is hard for most people to understand the fact that we are more likely to be killed or assaulted by family members than anyone else seems

incredible yet for many canadians the family is a dangerous place far from the haven of love and security that we would like to believe in this book

sociologists julianne momirov and ann duffy explore the many forms that violence can take from physical abuse to emotional deprivation the victims the

theories and the factors increasing risk are all clearly presented policies and programs which would address this issue from personal intervention to

institutional reforms are also outlined this new edition incorporates up to date statistical information on the prevalence of family violence it reports on recent

initiatives to find more successful ways to respond to the needs of victims and to rehabilitate the perpetrators this is the definitive canadian book for anyone

wanting to learn more about this disturbing phenomenon

Rebels in the Making 2020-05-01

architects and designers are breaking new ground on the west coast incorporating tested ideas with modern technologies materials and concepts in thrilling

and sustainable designs this collection of more than 25 inspiring residences by such renowned western architects and interior designers as ricardo and victor

legorreta tom kundig jim jennings steven ehrlich marmol radziner aidlin darling paul wiseman terry hunziker and gary hutton showcases large and small

homes that respond to the deserts mountains plains and coastlines of the west the sculptural forms and elegant interiors are urban and rural open to the

outdoors and always contemporary comfortable and stylish

Violence in the Contemporary World: An Interdisciplinary Approach 2019-01-04

this collection skillfully edited by michael p johnson offers students the essential lincoln in a brief and accessible format that makes this a must assign edition

for courses covering the antebellum period slavery and the civil war from famous documents like the lincoln douglas debates and the second inaugural
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address to crucial memoranda and letters it reveals the development of lincoln s views on all the critical issues of the day including free labor antebellum

politics and the republican party slavery secession the civil war and emancipation significantly streamlined for the second edition to a more student friendly

length the volume retains its successful format documents are organized thematically and chronologically with editorial headnotes that provide just enough

context for students to understand the significance of each selection in addition to johnson s widely praised biographical introduction a chronology maps and

pictures questions for consideration selected bibliography and a comprehensive index all enhance students understanding of this crucial period and this

crucial figure in u s history

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 2001

this book is a selected list of books in the collections of the library of congress compiled primarily for researchers of afro american lineages included in this

bibliography are guidebooks bibliographies genealogies collective biographies united states local histories directories and other works pertaining specifically

to afro americans emphasis is on books that contain information about lesser known individuals of the nineteenth century and earlier although afro american

business and city directories published through 1959 are listed introd

Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate of the United States 2009

viola franziska muller examines runaways who camouflaged themselves among the free black populations in baltimore charleston new orleans and richmond

in the urban south they found shelter work and other survival networks that enabled them to live in slaveholding territory shielded and supported by their

host communities in an act of collective resistance to slavery while all fugitives risked their lives to escape slavery those who fled to southern cities were

perhaps the most vulnerable of all not dissimilar to modern day refugees and illegal migrants runaway slaves that sought refuge in the urban south were

antebellum america s undocumented people forging lives free from bondage but without the legal status of freedpeople spanning from the 1810s to the start

of the civil war muller reveals how urbanization work opportunities and the interconnectedness of free and enslaved black people in each city determined

how successfully runaways could remain invisible to authorities
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Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate of the United States of America 2008

although much has been written about the ways in which confederate politics affected the course of the civil war george rable is the first historian to

investigate confederate political culture in its own right focusing on the assumptions values and b

Report of the Clerk of the House from ... 1995-04

traditionally the secession of the states in the lower south has been viewed as an irrational response to lincoln s election or as a rational response to the

genuine threat a republican president posed to the geographical expansion of slavery both views emphasize the fundamental importance of relations

between the federal government and the southern states but overlook the degree to which secession was a response to a crisis within the south johnson

argues that secession was a double revolution for home rule and for those who ruled at home brought about by an internal crisis in southern society he

portrays secession as the culmination of the long developing tension between slavery on one side and the institutional and ideological consequences of the

american revolution on the other this tension was masked during the antebellum years by the conflicting social political sectional and national loyalties of

many southerners lincoln s election forced southerners to choose among their loyalties and their choice revealed a south that was divided along lines

coinciding roughly with an interest in slavery and the established order starting with a thorough analysis of election data and integrating quantitative with

more traditional literary sources johnson goes beyond the act of secession itself to examine what the secessionists said and did after they left the union

although this book is a close study of secession in georgia it has implications for the rest of the lower south the result is a new thesis that presents

secession as the response to a more complex set of motivations than has been recognized

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Navy and Reserve Officers on Active

Duty 1981

one of janet maslin s favorite books of 2018 the new york times one of john warner s favorite books of 2018 chicago tribune named one of the best civil war

books of 2018 by the civil war monitor a fascinating and important new historical study janet maslin the new york times a stunning contribution to the
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historiography of civil war memory studies civil war times the stunning groundbreaking account of the ways in which our nation has tried to come to grips

with its original sin providence journal hailed by the new york times as a fascinating and important new historical study that examines the place where the

ways slavery is remembered mattered most denmark vesey s garden maps competing memories of slavery from abolition to the very recent struggle to

rename or remove confederate symbols across the country the new republic this timely book reveals the deep roots of present day controversies and traces

them to the capital of slavery in the united states charleston south carolina where almost half of the slaves brought to the united states stepped onto our

shores where the first shot at fort sumter began the civil war and where dylann roof murdered nine people at emanuel a m e church which was co founded

by denmark vesey a black revolutionary who plotted a massive slave insurrection in 1822 as they examine public rituals controversial monuments and

competing musical traditions kytle and roberts s combination of encyclopedic knowledge of charleston s history and empathy with its inhabitants past and

present struggles make them ideal guides to this troubled history publishers weekly starred review a work the civil war times called a stunning contribution

denmark vesey s garden exposes a hidden dimension of america s deep racial divide joining the small bookshelf of major paradigm shifting interpretations of

slavery s enduring legacy in the united states

Sickness and Health in America 1997

against marriage argues that marriage violates both equality and liberty and should not be recognized by the state clare chambers shows how feminist and

liberal principles require creation of a marriage free state one in which private marriages whether religious or secular would have nolegal status part one

makes the case against marriage chambers investigates the critique of marriage that has developed within feminist and liberal theory feminists have long

argued that state recognised marriage is a violation of equality chambers endorses the feminist view and argues in contrast to recentegalitarian pro marriage

movements that same sex marriage is not enough to make marriage equal the egalitarian case against marriage is the most fundamental argument of

against marriage but chambers also argues that state recognised marriage violates liberty including the political liberalversion of liberty that is based on

neutrality between conceptions of the good part two sets out the case for the marriage free state chambers criticizes recent arguments that traditional

marriage should be replaced with either a reformed version of marriage such as civil partnership or a purely contractual model of relationship regulation she

then sets out a new model forthe legal regulation of personal relationships instead of regulating by status the state should regulate relationships according to

the practices they involve instead of regulating relationships holistically assuming that relationship practices are bundled together in one
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significantrelationship the marriage free state regulates practices on a piecemeal basis the marriage free state thus employs piecemeal practice based

regulation it may regulate private marriages including religious marriages so as to protect equality but it takes no interest in defining or protectingthe meaning

of marriage

Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Navy and Marine Corps and

Reserve Officers on Active Duty 1984

this highly readable narrative history of the republican party profiles the g o p from its emergence as an antislavery party during the 1850s to its current

place as champion of political conservatism

Family Violence: A Canadian Introduction 2011-10-11

West Coast Modern 2012-10-01

Abraham Lincoln, Slavery, and the Civil War 2010-12-17

Generations Past 1988

Escape to the City 2022-09-07
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Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate of the United States of America 2005

Blue Knights 1999

The Confederate Republic 1994

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1978

Toward a Patriarchal Republic 1999-03-01

Denmark Vesey’s Garden 2018-04-03

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1997

Against Marriage 2017

Grand Old Party 2012
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